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ne of the most popular requests from safari tourists to

their guides is to see leopards. This is a tough task,

even for the most experienced of guides, due the

elusive and cunning nature of these big cats. But there

is a town near the Kruger National Park in the

Limpopo Province of South Africa where having leopards in your

garden is, well, the norm.

The residents of Hoedspruit Wildlife Estate (HWE), a fenced lifestyle

‘suburb’ of this bushveld town, are blessed with regular sightings of

leopards. Fences pose no problems for these lithe felines as they

come and go at will.

HWE is 680ha in extent, with half consisting of undeveloped

bushveld and the other half consisting of residential homes. Various

species such as impalas, giraffes, wildebeest, zebras and warthogs call

this estate home, as well as a host of smaller species such as

mongooses, genets, porcupines and civets. And then there are the

predators that come and go at will, often making use of holes du
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http://travel.africageographic.com/destination/south-africa/kruger-national-park/
http://www.hoedspruitwildlifeestate.com/


under the fence by aardvarks and warthogs.

Left: Hoedspruit Wildlife Estate homes, from the perspective of a

drone © Jurie Moolman; Right: Google Earth image of Hoedspruit

Wildlife Estate © Jurie Moolman

We asked HWE resident  and self-confessed leopard junkie Villiers

Steyn a few questions about what it is like to live with leopards in

your garden:

Africa Geographic (AG): Let’s get to the scary bit first, have

people been attacked by leopards in HWE, and how do you

stay safe while out walking in the estate?

Villiers Steyn (VS): I’m not aware of any attacks on humans. They

have, however, surprised quite a few residents by suddenly appearing

in their gardens. My wife and I have been lucky enough to encounter

them on foot and I’ve even cycled past one as well. I believe it’s



perfectly safe to walk around the estate during the day, but I

wouldn’t recommend walking alone at night.

AG: Based on anecdotal evidence, leopards seem to target

and eat dogs – how do you keep your pet dogs safe?

VS: Leopards have attacked and eaten dogs on the estate. It happens

infrequently though, because residents are constantly being made

aware of the risks in estate correspondence. The rule is simple – keep

your dogs inside the house when it’s dark, otherwise they might

become leopard food. In fact, we don’t even like leaving our dogs

alone outside during the twilight hours, because leopards are very

active around sunrise and sunset.

A relaxed Big Boy strolls confidently across a road in the estate. He used to drink water from the

author’s bird bath, and was regularly seen strolling amongst houses on the estate © Villiers Steyn



Leopards can definitely jump over the small fences to get into

gardens and wouldn’t hesitate to grab Fluffy where he’s taking a nap

on the porch! Dogs are not allowed off the lead when they’re being

walked in the estate and walking them at night is definitely looking

for trouble…

https://www.flyairlink.com/destinations/flights-to-st-helena?utm_source=Africa%20Geo%20Online%20Mag%20banner%20St%20Helena%20&utm_medium=banner&utm_campaign=Africa%20Geo%20Online%20Mag%20banner%20St%20Helena%20


AG: How often do residents report leopard sightings and

are the leopards relaxed with humans in the vicinity?

VS: When we first moved to HWE in 2013, there was a massive male

called Big Boy that was frequently seen by residents. My wife and I

would jump in the car every time we heard monkey or impala alarm

calls nearby our house, and more often than not, we’d find Big Boy.

He would casually walk between houses and cars, and even drink

from our bird bath!

Thanks to spot pattern analysis, a local guide identified him as a

leopard that grew up in the nearby Thornybush Game Reserve, hence

his relaxed demeanour around vehicles and people. Unfortunately,

http://www.klaseriesands.com/


he disappeared in mid-2015, perhaps due to a territorial dispute with

another leopard, Houdini, who took over as the dominant male in the

area.

The rest of the leopards that frequent HWE are much shyer than Big

Boy. They are hardly ever seen during the day, but if you’re lucky to

catch a glimpse of one of them at night, they’re less likely to dash

away into the thickets as they do when the sun is up. Sometimes

months go by with no leopard sightings, but recently a female

leopard, Kulua, and her two cubs were seen in the same area six days

in a row. She must have had a kill in the vicinity.







Clockwise from top left: 1) Houdini is a massive male leopard,

and is currently the dominant male frequenting the estate; 2) A

female leopard named Nsuku, regularly seen on the estate; 3)

A young male leopard named Ntambo; 4) A female leopard named

Kulua enters the estate via a hole under the boundary fence. All

photos © Villiers Steyn

AG: How many leopards frequent HWE, and do you have

any population dynamics?

VS: Over the past five years I’ve identified 15 individual leopards on

HWE – four adult males, three adult females, seven cubs and one

https://www.wildshotsafari.com/


unknown individual. Some have come and gone, and others have

successfully defended their territories here for many years.

The leopards certainly don’t live on the estate permanently. Their

movements take them beyond the estate boundaries into

neighbouring game farms and into the Greater Kruger National Park.

Currently HWE is  dominated by one massive male we call Houdini.

Two adult females, Kulua and Nsuku, are also regularly captured on

camera traps, and both have cubs. Kulua’s two cubs are close to a

year old and Nsuku’s cub is closer to six months old. It is difficult to

age the cubs because we hardly ever see them and they seldom show

up on camera trap photos. We do know that one of Kulua’s current

litter is a male. Her previous litter consisted of a male and a female

(Mafu and Mila), both of which survived to adulthood, and Nsuku

raised a male cub (Ntambo) successfully in her previous litter.

http://travel.africageographic.com/safaris/art-safari-alison-nicholls-madikwe-game-reserve/


AG: What species do the leopards prey on in the estate?

VS: Much of the hunting happens at night, so it’s very difficult to say

exactly what the leopards prey on in the estate. I have, however,

followed their tracks and drag marks to carcasses of duikers,

waterbuck calves and impalas. I’m sure they also catch a lot of small

things like francolins and guineafowl, of which there is no shortage.

Interestingly, the leopards don’t hoist the carcasses up into the trees

like they usually do – perhaps this is due to the low number of

competitive predators and plenty of dense shrubbery to hide the

carcasses under.

AG: How do leopards enter or leave the estate, bearing in

mind the electrified game fencing?

VS: The leopards crawl underneath the fence at various points along

the boundary where warthogs and other creatures have dug holes.

A leopard feeds on a large kudu bull on the estate © Villiers Steyn



These become little highways in and out of the estate for a variety of

creatures – including genets, civets, honey badgers, porcupines,

spotted hyenas and even wild dogs and aardvarks! I often place

camera traps at these points.



Camera trap images: Other wildlife seen on the estate includes

civets, aardvark, wild dogs, hyenas, honey badgers and porcupines

© Villiers Steyn

AG: Are HWE residents proud of having leopards in the

estate?

VS: Yes! The residents are very proud of having leopards on the

estate and show incredible interest in the camera trap photos and

videos I post and the short reports I write from time to time. Some of

http://travel.africageographic.com/safaris/7-day-maasai-mara-safari/


us are members of WhatsApp groups that alert each other when we

see one so that everyone can come out and enjoy the sighting.

AG: Concluding thoughts?

VS: Many people think it’s “strange” or “amazing” that leopards and

so many other wonderful creatures live amongst people here in the

estate. If you ask me, it’s perfectly normal. I don’t look at it as

animals living in a suburb, but rather as humans that live in the bush.

Their numbers and behaviour here in the estate is probably very

similar to what it is in the neighbouring reserves. The only difference

is, we’ve built our houses in their home ranges. 



GETTING THERE

Airlink offers a direct flight to Kruger National Park as well as

multi-destination flight options across southern Africa and a

convenient Lodge Link program, direct to popular lodges in the

greater Kruger National Park and beyond. 

TRAVEL TO KRUGER WITH AFRICA GEOGRAPHIC

Have a look at our bucket-list safaris below:

• Sabi Sands photographic safari

• Kruger wilderness walking safari

• Art safari with professional artist

Travel in Africa is about knowing when and where to go, and with

whom. A few weeks too early or late and a few kilometres off course

and you could miss the greatest show on Earth. And wouldn’t that

be a pity? Contact an Africa Geographic safari consultant to plan

your dream vacation.

http://africageo.com/4855
http://africageo.com/5054
http://travel.africageographic.com/safaris/sabi-sands-photographic-safari/
http://travel.africageographic.com/safaris/kruger-wilderness-walking-safari/
http://travel.africageographic.com/safaris/art-safari-alison-nicholls-kruger-national-park/
mailto:travel@africageographic.com


 

ABOUT VILLIERS STEYN

After completing a diploma in

Nature Conservation, Villiers Steyn

studied the movement patterns of

leopards in Botswana’s Mashatu

Game Reserve as part of his

Masters Degree. Following that, he

criss-crossed southern Africa for six years as a freelance travel writer

for some of South Africa’s leading travel magazines, focusing

primarily on wilderness areas. Today he’s based in Hoedspruit where

he makes a living as a professional photographer and photographic

safari guide for At Close Quarters. Follow Villiers on Instagram:

@villierssteyn

https://www.instagram.com/villierssteyn/
https://africageographic.com/blog/newsletter/
http://travel.africageographic.com/safaris/classic-botswana-a-mobile-tented-safari/
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The Turkana – Nomadic by Nature

  

Joe Bürgi and his wife, Ursula, are perennial travellers and

photographers from Switzerland. Their passion for the exploration

of off-the-beaten-track destinations has allowed them to compile a

catalogue of unique photos that tell inspiring, eye-opening stories
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of remote tribes that are largely unknown to the rest of the world.

 

In this gallery, we showcase a series of photos of the nomadic,

pastoralist Turkana tribe in northern Kenya. These photos are a

true reflection of the raw, harsh environment that they inhabit,

and the pride that they possess is a testament to their cultural

beliefs. It is astonishing, enthralling and above all, real.

 



Picture 18 of 18

Young herders with their goats, making their way to a nearby waterhole early in the morning ©

Joe Bürgi

Due to the high value the Turkana place on their livestock, often

they will raid other tribes to acquire more animals. Even though

this could be seen as theft from an outsiders point of view, it is

considered a perfectly acceptable traditional custom amongst the

Turkana and other pastoralist tribes in northern Kenya.
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Picture 2 of 18

Three Turkana tribeswomen wearing traditional necklaces © Joe Bürgi

The Turkana tribe inhabit the Turkana district in Kenya's Rift

Valley Province. They form part of the Nilotic tribes and are

regarded as the third largest pastoralist community in Kenya, after

the Kalenjin and Luo, being slightly more numerous than the

Maasai.
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Picture 17 of 18

A young Turkana herder and his camels © Joe Bürgi

Like cattle, camels can also be negotiated as bridewealth,

slaughtered on ritual occasions, and are also given between men to

create or to affirm pragmatic friendships.
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Picture 3 of 18

Turkana tribesmen standing Turkana-style, on the shores of Lake Turkana © Joe Bürgi

The Turkana originated from the Karamojong region of

northeastern Uganda. Oral tradition suggests that they arrived in

Kenya while chasing a disobedient bull. History shows that unlike

many other tribes, they were not affected by colonialism as little

value was seen in the dry, arid land that they inhabited.
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Picture 15 of 18

A Turkana tribesman on the shores of Lake Turkana © Joe Bürgi

The Turkana are quite adept at crafting their own jewellery – such

as the stunning bracelets and necklaces that the women wear.

They are also quite proficient in woodcarving, stone carving and

metalwork, producing their own weapons such as spears, clubs and

knives.
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Picture 5 of 18

Turkana village near Lake Turkana © Joe Bürgi

The Turkana don’t have any permanent settlements, moving

frequently as food and water sources become exhausted. Livestock

not currently being milked are moved to mountain slopes or

foothills, where the vegetation lasts longer than on the plains.
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Picture 14 of 18

The village chief sitting on a typical Turkana stool – an ekicholong © Joe Bürgi

Turkana men carry around stools, or ekicholongs, which are used

for a variety of purposes, from simple chairs to avoid sitting

directly on the hot desert sand, to headrests that help keep their

head off the ground and protect any ceremonial head decorations

from being damaged.
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Picture 6 of 18

Turkana tribeswoman with the traditional beaded necklace worn as a sign of marriage © Joe

Bürgi

Similar to the Maasai and Samburu, the Turkana wear colourful

clothing and regalia. Women adorn themselves with brightly-

coloured, beaded necklaces, and the men dye their hair with

specially-coloured soil. The social standing of a woman in the tribe

is evident by the quantity and style of jewellery that she wears.
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Picture 13 of 18

A Turkana boy keeping an eye on his camels near a waterhole © Joe Bürgi

The Turkana keep camels for two main reasons. The first is for

their use as a pack animal – ideally suited for the harsh conditions

of a desert environment. The second is for their nutritious milk

that is easily digestible.
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Picture 7 of 18

A young herder and his camel on the dunes of Lake Turkana © Joe Bürgi

Just like the Maasai, the Turkana's livelihood is dependent on their

livestock to provide sustenance – though they do not revere

livestock to the same extent as the Maasai. Camels are one of the

animals that they raise, along with other livestock such as goats,

zebu (subspecies of domestic cattle) and donkeys. They live

completely off the animals' produce – such as the milk, blood,

skins and meat. Any money made from the selling of livestock is
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used to buy goods such as maize, beans, sugar, tobacco, and

vegetables. 
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Picture 11 of 18

A traditional Turkana dance on the shores of Lake Turkana © Joe Bürgi

In terms of faith and religion, the majority of the Turkana still

practice their traditional African religion. They believe in a god of

the heavens or skies, whom they call Akuj or Kuj. This god is

usually called upon when they are experiencing extreme hardship

or crisis, such as during times of drought.
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Picture 9 of 18

Turkana tribeswoman outside her home – the huts and fences are constructed from doum palm

leaves © Joe Bürgi

The Turkana live as a social unit called an awi – this consists of

the man, his wives (polygamy is an accepted practice), children

and dependent women. The size of the awi differs according to

wealth, but the average awi size is approximately 20-25

individuals. The head of the household ‘owns’ the livestock, but

they are allocated to the women – the number of animals received
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depends upon the women's status within the awi.
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Picture 10 of 18

Turkana tribe children © Joe Bürgi

Unlike other nomadic tribes, the Turkana do not have many

complex customs or strong social structures. Each Turkana family

tends to be self-sufficient though at times a number of families

may graze their livestock collectively.
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